
Ophir/Balint , April 18th 2010  

Summary of proposed ideas for our next IGEM meeting 

  

Fellow IGEM team, today I had a brief meeting with Balint (our IGEM instructor) in aim to propose 

ideas related to team work and goal setting. We both concluded that everyone on the team should be 

informed of the meeting content and give their own feedback. 

  

Proposels I raised: 

           1.      Our next meeting which will take place on may 7
th

, should include a tour of the lab where most 

of our IGEM work will take place. 

           2.       Every meeting should end with volunteers (from our team) presenting their favorite IGEM 

project from previous jamborees (of other  

                  teams) and give a short talk regarding why he chose it. This would be followed by a 

brainstorming session.  

           3.      Yakir (one of our IGEM team) proposed for us to split into small groups (of three to four 

students) and initiate a small competition  

                 amongst ourselves over a period of a week. Following this week period we present, debate and 

criticize all ideas in the audience of  

                 pre selected judges. It would allow ideas to be criticized (an element we could lose as one big 

team) and to select the best idea of   

                 several. This should preferably be done soon.   

           4.      Besides our own IGEM lab work and project our team would also need to consider to:  

                        a.       Design of our teams web page (wiki) 

                        b.      Collection of professional literature 

                        c.       Daily collection and backup of experimental results 

                        d.      Planning social events for increasing team morale 

                        e.       Summarizing and documenting every official team meeting 

                        f.        Designing team logo, t-shirts, flags etc 

                        g.       Ensuring the team appears in local / national magazines (other media)  

                        h.       Raising funds and managing them 

                        i.         Copyright and patent ideas 



                        j.        Poster design and jamboree speech, but these two issues will probably be addressed at a 

much later time  

                 Needless to say all of the above issues are of importance, and perhaps every team member should 

volunteer to take one issue (a  

                 through i) as his own administrative role and responsibility on the team (except for poster design 

and talk).  

  

Any thought you have on the above would be appreciated, 

Cheers for now 

           Ophir Keret 

 


